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          How should I prepare my floor clock to be moved? 
 
      Care should be taken whenever you move your clock to ensure that all accessory parts such 

as pendulum, weights, etc. are removed and packed properly to prevent damage. Use cotton 

gloves or a soft cloth when handling the pendulum or weights.  

1. Observe whether the clock is running or not. Check for dings, dents and other forms of 

damage. Test to see if it is chiming and striking correctly. The purpose of this is to note the 

condition of the clock before it is moved. 

2. If it is “chain” driven clock, remove the weights and run a wire through the chains directly 

under the seat board to minimize the chance of the chain coming off the sprockets. Wrap 

each weight carefully and mark them “L” for left, “C” for center and “R” for right. Use a lot 

of protective wrap and also a sturdy box for the weights. Secure the chains so they do not 

damage the finish of the case. A good way of doing this is to slip the chains into a zip-lock 

bag and secure the bag to the seat board. Do not remove the chains from the movement. 

3. If it is a “cable” driven clock, wind the weights to the top while inserting a piece of soft styro 

with a slit to draw the pulley into the slot. That will keep tension on the cable and hopefully 

reduce the chance of the cable coming off the drum or overlapping. Never wind the clock 

without the weights installed. 

4. Remove the weights from the cable pulleys, pack and mark as in step #2. 

5. Remove the pendulum. Unless you have a pendulum box, I suggest wrapping it in paper, 

placing it inside the clock case and taping it to the clock’s back inside panel. If the back 

panel has a wood finish make sure you use the blue painters tape as other types of tape may 

remove some of the finish when the tape comes off. The reason for storing it inside the case 

is that often pendulums get bent up shipping them separately or even lost. 

6. Tape the bottom of the movement’s pendulum leader to the seat board or to the movement so 

it will not bounce back and forth and damage the escape wheel teeth. 

7. Stuff paper or other material between the two sides of the chime rods so they do not vibrate 

in shipment. Secure with a twist tie. Cardboard with evenly spaced holes works even better. 

8. For tubular movements, remove the tubes and individually wrap them. 

9. Secure side panels with blue painter’s tape so they don’t fall out. 

10. If the door has a lock, tape the key (after locking) to the glass panel. It can take weeks to find 

a lost key. If it is a cable wind clock, do the same with the crank. 

11. Make a last check of the clock to make sure you have removed all loose items that that could 

come off while being handled and shipped.   

 

We hope this will help you prepare your clock for a safe move. 
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